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Abstract. Deploying reinforcement learning agents in the real world can be challenging due to the risks associated with learning through trial and error. We propose a task-agnostic method that leverages small sets of safe and unsafe demonstrations to improve the safety of RL agents during learning. The method compares the current trajectory of the agent with both sets of demonstrations at every step, and filters the trajectory if it resembles the unsafe demonstrations. We perform ablation studies on different filtering strategies and investigate the impact of the number of demonstrations on performance. Our method is compatible with any stand-alone RL algorithm and can be applied to any task. We evaluate our method on three tasks from OpenAI Gym’s Mujoco benchmark and two state-of-the-art RL algorithms. The results demonstrate that our method significantly reduces the crash rate of the agent while converging to, and in most cases even improving, the performance of the stand-alone agent.

1 Introduction

Reinforcement learning (RL) [1] enables agents to learn how to behave in an environment through trial and error, but safety concerns have limited RL deployments to simulations. Ensuring safety in unknown environments remains a challenge in RL, particularly in safety-critical domains such as healthcare and autonomous driving. To address these issues, safe RL studies the RL problem subject to certain constraints, with the agent aiming to maximize task reward while limiting constraint violations. However, deploying agents with complete knowledge of the environment to perform their tasks is unrealistic. Alternatively, in demonstration learning (DL) the agent learns from expert demonstrations without direct environment interaction. However, the quality of the data set plays a crucial role in the performance. Due to the difficulty of collecting a demonstration data set that covers the entire state space, pure DL policies often underperform compared to RL policies.

In this paper, we propose a novel task-agnostic algorithm that enhances existing RL algorithms by promoting safety during interactions with the environment. Our algorithm uses a small data set of good and bad demonstrations to filter unsafe actions, terminate episodes with unsafe trajectories, and encourage the agent to explore different trajectories. We conduct ablation studies to evaluate filtering strategies and demonstrate the utility of our
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method on four tasks from OpenAI’s MuJoCo environment. Our contributions in this paper are: (1) enhancing RL algorithms with safety filtering, (2) performing ablation studies on filtering strategies, (3) demonstrating the utility of our method on OpenAI’s MuJoCo tasks, and (4) providing the code implementation: https://github.com/meowatthemoon/DEFENDER.

2 Related Work

Reinforcement learning has gained significant attention in recent years due to its wide range of applications. However, its trial-and-error nature can pose safety risks. One approach to safe reinforcement learning is to keep the agent within a safe distribution of states. For example, [2] proposes learning a manifold that captures natural variations in the environment and uses a secondary policy to bring the agent back into the distribution of visited states. Safety can be achieved through specification of constraints. For instance, [3] proposes learning a barrier function that constrains the agent’s policy to stay within a set of states that do not violate constraints. Alternatively, [4] propose a zero-sum game where a second player perturbs the transition probabilities of the agent to optimize the worst transitions to produce a more robust policy. Some methods leverage a data set of expert demonstrations. [5] proposes learning a Lyapunov function that ensures the agent’s policy remains within the distribution of states of the data set. In [6], the authors use a pre-existing expert policy to filter the agent’s action if it differs from the expert’s. Our method uses a demonstration data set to improve safety and does not require access to task constraints or an expert.

3 Preliminaries

3.1 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a machine learning technique that enables an agent to learn to act in an unknown environment through trial-and-error interactions. RL is often formulated as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) described by the tuple \( < S, A, R, P, \gamma > \) [1], consisting of states \( s \in S \), actions \( a \in A \), transition function \( P(s_{t+1} \mid s_t, a_t) \), reward function \( r_t = R(s_t, a_t) \) and discount factor \( \gamma \). At each timestep \( t \), the agent receives the state \( s_t \), selects an action \( a_t = \pi(s_t) \) based on its policy, receives a reward \( r_t = R(s_t, a_t) \), and transitions to a new state \( s_{t+1} \) with probability \( P(s_{t+1} \mid s_t, a_t) \). A trajectory \( \tau \) is a sequence of states and actions. The goal of RL is to learn a policy \( \pi \) that produces trajectories \( \tau \) that maximize the expected return \( E_{\pi}[R_{\tau}] \). Standard RL algorithms optimize a policy to maximize the expected rewards disregarding any safety concerns.

3.2 Dynamic Time Warping

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [7] measures the similarity between two sequences of temporal data, allowing for distortions in time and variations in speed. Making it particularly useful for comparing sequences with different
Algorithm 1 RL loop with DEFENDER enhancement

**Input:** Policy $\pi$; Memory $\beta$; Dynamics $\theta$; Constant $R_{task}$; Alignment cost functions: Safe, Unsafe; Task environment Env.

**while** EPISODE not DONE **do**
  
  $a \leftarrow \pi(s)$
  
  $\tau \cup s$ or $(s,a)$
  
  if $Safe(\tau) < Unsafe(\tau)$ **then**
    
    $s', r, done = Env(a)$
  
  else
    
    $s', r, done = \theta(s,a), R_{task}, True$
  
  **end if**

  $\beta \leftarrow (s, a, r, s')$

  Optimize $\pi$ and $\theta$

**end while**

**return** $\pi$

---

lengths, speeds, or underlying shapes. In practice we use FastDTW [8], an approximate to DTW with reduced time and memory costs. The algorithm finds the optimal warping path which minimizes the cumulative distance between corresponding points on the two sequences. The alignment cost of the path measures the similarity between two sequences.

4 Proposed Approach

We propose DEFENDER: DTW-Based Episode Filtering Using Demonstrations for Enhancing RL Safety, a method to improve the safety of any RL algorithm during learning by leveraging limited demonstration data sets without task-specific constraints. The algorithm keeps track of the current trajectory which is either the sequence of states or state-action pairs. We performed ablation studies to evaluate the type of trajectory which results in better performance. We assume access to a demonstration data set $D_{demo} = \{\tau_i\}_N$ containing $N$ demonstrations, where $N > 1$ is potentially a small number that would not suffice for demonstration learning. The data set must contain both safe and unsafe trajectories. Unsafe trajectories terminated due to reaching unsafe states. Safe trajectories do not have to be perfect but must avoid unsafe states.

DEFENDER measures the alignment cost of the current trajectory at every step with each demonstration from both groups using the DTW algorithm. If the trajectory aligns better with the unsafe group the episode is terminated and the agent is discouraged from re-sampling this trajectory. If the trajectory is terminated, the agent must be encouraged not to sample the same action that would have caused termination for the state. Otherwise, the agent will try again. A negative reward is assigned to discourage sampling the same action again. We use the lowest reward from the reward function of the respective task.

RL algorithms use the next state to perform temporal learning. Since the
The dynamics model is a simple fully-connected feed-forward network with two hidden layers parameterized by \( \theta \). We propose predicting the next state using a dynamics model \( p(s_{t+1} | s_t, a_t) \). The dynamics model is enhanced with our algorithm using different filters for state trajectories.

Table 1: Performance, safety and computation time of SAC and TD3 agents enhanced with our algorithm using different filters for state trajectories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>MeanDemoW5</th>
<th>MeanDemoW10</th>
<th>MeanBothW5</th>
<th>MeanBothW10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>0.0366</td>
<td>0.0351</td>
<td>0.0366</td>
<td>0.0351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeanBothW5 MeanBothW10</td>
<td>0.0327±0.0302</td>
<td>0.0303±0.0311</td>
<td>0.0327±0.0303</td>
<td>0.0303±0.0312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeanBothW10 MeanBothW10</td>
<td>0.0302±0.0304</td>
<td>0.0287±0.0313</td>
<td>0.0302±0.0303</td>
<td>0.0287±0.0312</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Filtering Strategies

We evaluated different filtering strategies for DEFENDER. One compares the current trajectory with the complete demonstration. A second compares the trajectory with the demonstration using an equal length window. For instance, if the current trajectory has length \( L \), we compare the trajectory with the last \( L \) transitions of the demonstration. We also test using a fixed window of 5 and 10 transitions applied to only the trajectory, the demonstration and both. After computing the cost between the trajectory and each demonstration, we obtain a set of values for each group. We test selecting the minimum, maximum and average value from each set. This results in 24 methods to compare the trajectory with a group of demonstrations. We can use one method to compare the trajectory with the safe demonstrations and another method to compare it with the unsafe demonstrations, resulting in 576 filtering strategies.

To determine the best filtering strategy, we trained a SAC agent on three tasks and saved the transitions of the episodes. We simulated how the agent would perform the episodes with each strategy. For each episode, we measured its length with the filter active and divide it by the length of the episode without the filter. We also determined if the filter prevents a crash. At the end, we obtained the average episode length percentages and multiplied it by the safe episode rate. We ranked the strategies by the average score for the three tasks, and selected the top 5 strategies for both state and state-action trajectories.

6 Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our method in enhancing the safety of the underlying RL algorithms, SAC [9] and TD3 [10]. We selected three

filtered action is not performed, the agent does not transition to the next state. We propose predicting the next state using a dynamics model \( p(s_{t+1} | s_t, a_t) \). The dynamics model is a simple fully-connected feed-forward network with two hidden layers parameterized by \( \theta \) trained with L2 loss to imitate the true transition function of the MDP. DEFENDER is summarized in Algorithm 1.


Table 2: Performance, safety and computation time of SAC and TD3 agents enhanced with our algorithm using different filters for state-action trajectories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Hopper</th>
<th>InvertedDoublePendulum</th>
<th>Walker2d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>Acc. Reward % Crash</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Acc. Reward % Crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeanBothW5 MeanBothW10</td>
<td>34.0 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>222 ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeanBothW10</td>
<td>34.0 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>222 ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MinDemoW5 MeanDemoW10</td>
<td>10.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>111.0 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MinDemoW10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Performance and safety of SAC agent with DEFENDER using and MeanDemoW5 and MeanDemoW10 filters, varying number of demonstrations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Demonstrations</th>
<th>Hopper</th>
<th>InvertedDoublePendulum</th>
<th>Walker2d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td>Acc. Reward % Crash</td>
<td>Acc. Reward % Crash</td>
<td>Acc. Reward % Crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>3541 ± 25.2</td>
<td>16 ± 0.8</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeanBothW5 MeanBothW10</td>
<td>34.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>222 ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeanBothW10</td>
<td>34.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>222 ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MinDemoW5 MeanDemoW10</td>
<td>10.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>111.0 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MinDemoW10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We trained SAC and TD3 agents with and without our algorithm, using the top 5 filtering strategies from the ablation study for both state and state-action trajectories. Results are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Our algorithm incurs extra computational cost which we present in the tables. Overall, both SAC and TD3 agents vary consistently across filtering strategies for the same task. Results show that state trajectories are preferred over state-action trajectories. Not only are they less computationally expensive, but they consistently lead to far fewer crashes for the same task and filtering strategy. Some filtering strategies are too strong and prevent the agent from interacting with the environment and learning the task. Those that allow the agent to interact with the environment lead the agent to the same performance in the case of InvertedDoublePendulum and to higher performance in the case of Hopper and Walker. More importantly, the crash rate is significantly decreased with some exceptions in the InvertedDoublePendulum task. With an appropriate filtering strategy, DEFENDER is
able to significantly reduce the crash rate. However, selecting a good filtering strategy for the task may require some trial and error.

Lastly, we evaluated the impact of the number of demonstrations on the performance by training an agent with DEFENDER using 'MeanDemoW5' for the safe set, and 'MeanDemoW10' for the unsafe set as the filtering strategy, varying the number of demonstrations. Results are shown in Table 3. DEFENDER is able to increase the agent’s safety with small data sets, and it can be further improved by increasing the demonstration data set size.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced the DEFENDER algorithm that can be integrated with any RL algorithm for improving the safety of agents during learning. Ablation studies helped identify effective filtering strategies, which we evaluated on state-of-the-art RL algorithms and multiple tasks. The results demonstrate significant enhancement in the safety of the learning agent while maintaining or improving performance. However, there is room for improvement, as the filtering strategy may be overly protective for certain tasks, requiring many iterations to select an appropriate strategy. Our work highlights the potential of using demonstrations for task-agnostic enhancement of RL algorithm safety.
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